We study the urban-scale macroscopic traffic flow in city networks. Star graph is considered as traffic network. Star graphs with controlled traffic flow are transformed to various cell-transmission graphs by using the cell transmission method. The dynamic equations of vehicular densities on all nodes (roads) are presented on cell-transmission graphs by using the speed-matching model. The density equations are given by nonlinear-diffusion equations. The traffic flow on star graph is mapped to the nonlinear diffusion process on the cell-transmission graphs. At low mean density, the dynamic equations of densities can be approximated by the conventional diffusion equations. At low and high mean densities, the analytical solutions of densities on all nodes (roads) are obtained on cell-transmission complete, cycle and star graphs. By solving the dynamic equations numerically, the densities on all roads are derived at a steady state. The urban-scale macroscopic fundamental diagrams are obtained numerically on the cell-transmission graphs. The analytical solutions agree with the numerical solutions.
However, the macroscopic fundamental diagram has not been derived analytically. The effect of network structure on the traffic flow remains poorly understood. It is necessary and important to present the traffic model on simple networks for obtaining an analytical solution. How does the network structure affect the traffic flow? How does the urban-scale macroscopic fundamental diagram change by the network structure? In network modelling, star graph is simple and specific because it has a hub with high degree. We consider the traffic flow on star graph for obtaining analytical solutions. On star graph, traffic flow is controlled by restricting outflow from a loop (road). Various cell-transmission graphs are realized by controlled traffic flow on star graph.
In this paper, we study the urban-scale traffic flow in networks. We transform the controlled traffic flow on star graph to that on cell-transmission graphs. We present a dynamic model of vehicular densities for the traffic flow on cell-transmission graphs. The dynamic model produces the traffic flow stabilized by matching speed. We map the traffic flow on star graph to the nonlinear diffusion process on the cell-transmission graphs. At low density, the dynamic equations are approximated by the conventional diffusion equations. Also, the dynamic equations are given at high density.
We derive the analytical solutions of vehicular densities in a steady state at low and high densities. We carry out numerical simulation and obtain the numerical solutions. We compare the analytical result with the numerical result.
From traffic star graph to cell-transmission graphs
We study the traffic flow on star graph. The traffic flow is controlled when vehicles move out from a loop, through the intersection, to other loops. We consider the star graph in Fig. 1(a) . Figure 1 and roads (streets) respectively. We transform the traffic network to the simple graph by using the cell transmission method proposed by Daganzo [38, 39] . The traffic network (a) is transformed to the graph (b) in Fig. 1 where is the number of nodes. The transformed graph has bi-directional links. We call the transformed graph as the cell-transmission graph. We note that the directionality is important in traffic flow and traffic flow from node 1 to node 2 is different from that from node 2 to node 1. N Next, we consider the star graph in Fig. 1(c) . Figure 1 (c) shows the schematic illustration of the traffic flow different from that in Fig. 1(a) . After vehicles move out of loop 1, they are divided into two equal parts and flow into loops 2 and 3. After vehicles move out of loop 2, they flow only into loop 1.
After vehicles move out of loop 3, they flow only into loop 1. The process is repeated. The traffic flow from loop 1 (2, 3) to other loops is indicated by black (red, blue) arrow. We transform the traffic network to the simple graph by using the cell transmission method. The traffic network (c) is transformed to the graph (d) in Fig. 1 graph. Graphs (c)-(f) are heterogeneous. Thus, the traffic star graphs with controlled flow can be transformed to cell-transmission graphs by the cell-transmission method. We study the traffic behavior on the cell-transmission graphs.
Density equations on cell-transmission graphs
We derive the density equations of traffic flow on cell-transmission 
is the number of nodes (roads) on the cell-transmission graph. N The outflow depends not only on the density at the road but also on the density at the downstream. On the directed graph, the traffic inflow from
. The dynamical equation of densities on node is given by i
where is the degree of node ,
The inflow from node j to node depends on both densities at nodes i j and . When a congestion occurs on the downstream, the traffic inflow to the downstream reduces greatly and the vehicular speed at the downstream is rather low. The effect is taken into account as follows. Drivers try to match their speed to that on the downstream. The modelling is called the speed-matching model [40] . The inflow from node i j to node i and outflow from node to node i j are given by
where is the vehicular velocity at downstream node .
is a kind of nonlinear diffusion equations with diffusion coefficient . Thus, the traffic flow on star graph is mapped to the nonlinear diffusion process on the cell-transmission graphs.
Here, we assume that the velocity on node is given by the following obtained from the so-called fundamental diagram on a single road:
where is the maximal velocity. When
, Eq.(4) is the velocity in CA 184 model [2] . When is an integer higher than one, Eq. (4) is the velocity in Fukui-Ishibashi CA model [2] .
We apply density equation (2) to the traffic flow on cell-transmission graph in Fig. 1(b) . The density equations at nodes 1, 2, and 3 are given by
We apply density equation (2) to the traffic flow on cell-transmission graph in Fig. 1(d) . The density equations at nodes 1, 2, and 3 are given by
Similarly, we obtain the density equations at all nodes for the traffic flow on cell-transmission graphs with
Conventional diffusion approximation
We approximate the density equation (2) 
Then, the dynamic equation of densities on node is given by i
Eq. (12) is the conventional diffusion equation with diffusion constant in network [33] . Thus, at low density, the dynamic equation of vehicular densities reduces the conventional diffusion equation on the cell-transmission graphs.
ρ is the total density over the network, and 0 ρ is the mean density.
Analytical solutions for cell-transmission complete, cycle, and star graphs
We consider the traffic flow on the cell-transmission complete, cycle, and star graphs. We derive analytically the steady-state solutions of density equations on the cell-transmission complete, cycle, and star graphs.
We apply density equation (2) to the traffic flow on cell-transmission complete graph with node's number . The density equations at node are given by
At a steady state, all vehicular densities are the same because all nodes are topologically equivalent. The steady-state density at node is given by i
where 0 ρ is the mean density, total ρ the total density, and the number of nodes.
N
The fundamental diagram at node (loop) is obtained from Eqs. (4) and (15) 
We apply density equation (2) to the traffic flow on cell-transmission cycle graph with node's number . The density equations at node is given by N i
On the cell-transmission cycle graph, all nodes are topologically equivalent.
Similarly to the cell-transmission complete graph, the steady-state density and fundamental diagram at node are obtained. They are given by Eqs.
(15) and (16) . 
Analytical solutions at a steady state can not be obtained for all values of density but one can obtain analytical solutions for low and high densities. At low density, the analytical solutions at a steady state are given from the diffusion approximation (13)
At high density, the density equations (18) and (19) are given by
At a steady state, the density at node (
) is the same as those at other nodes except for hub 1 because the nodes except for node 1 are topologically equivalent. The density equations at a steady state reduce
The following equation is obtained from the conservation law of densities
We obtain the analytical solutions at a steady state from Eqs. (26) and (27). 
Numerical results
We carry out numerical calculation for traffic flow on cell-transmission graphs. We calculate the vehicular densities and traffic currents on all roads for controlled traffic flow on star graphs. Hereafter, we set . 1 = i l First, we calculate the vehicular densities and traffic currents on the graphs (b) and (d) shown in Fig. 1 . The densities and currents at a steady state are obtained after sufficiently long time. Figure 3 Fig. 1(d 
2 ). Black, red, green circles indicate the steady-state densities on nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
The steady-state density on node 3 is consistent with that on node 2. The steady-state density on hub 1 is higher than that on nodes 2 and 3. The linear lines with black and red colors represent the analytical results (20) and (21) at low mean density respectively. Eqs. (20) and (21) Fig. 1(d 
2 ). Black, red, green circles indicate the steady-state currents on nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
The steady-state current on node 3 is consistent with that on node 2. The steady-state current on hub 1 is higher than that on nodes 2 and 3 at low mean density. While the steady-state current on hub 1 is lower than that on nodes 2 and 3 at immediate and high mean densities. The linear lines with black and red colors represent the analytical results (22) and (23) We carry out numerical simulation for cell-transmission graphs with shown in Fig. 2 . The cell-transmission complete and cycle graphs (a) and (b) are homogeneous. The values of densities and currents obtained by numerical simulation are the same on all nodes because all nodes are equivalent topologically. The plots of densities and currents against mean density agree with those in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) .
= N
We calculate the vehicular densities and traffic currents on the cell-transmission star graph shown in Fig. 2(c) . The densities and currents at a steady state are obtained after sufficiently long time. Figure 5 consistent with the simulation result at extended densities except for low mean density. The difference between densities on hub 1 and other nodes is larger than that in Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 2(c) where
). Black, red, green circles, and dot indicate the steady-state currents on nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4
respectively. The steady-state current on nodes 3 and 4 is consistent with that on node 2. The steady-state current on hub 1 is higher than that on nodes 2, 3, and 4 at low mean density. While the steady-state current on hub 1 is lower than that on nodes 2, 3, and 4 at immediate and high densities.
The linear lines with black and red colors represent the analytical results Eqs. (34) and (35) are consistent with the simulation result at extended densities except for low mean density. Also, the difference between currents on hub 1 and other nodes is larger than that in Fig. 4(b) with
Summary
In the previous paper, we have presented the speed-matching model for vehicular traffic in the urban network [40] . In the model, we have proposed the expression ) ) , ( , j j i j i J for the outflow from node to node ( Here, we studied the traffic flow controlled on star graph analytically and numerically. We described the traffic star graph in terms of the cell-transmission graphs by using the cell-transmission method. We presented the dynamic equations of vehicular densities for the traffic flow on cell-transmission graphs. We found that the traffic flow on star graph is mapped to the nonlinear diffusion process on the cell-transmission graphs.
We derived the analytical solutions for traffic flow at low and high densities on cell-transmission complete, cycle, and star graphs. We showed that the dynamic equations of densities are approximated by conventional diffusion equations at low density. We presented the numerical solutions and compared the numerical result with analytical result. We addressed how the urban-scale macroscopic fundamental diagram changes by the structure of the cell-transmission graph. The traffic flow controlled on star graph is successfully modeled by the cell-transmission graphs.
In this study, we studied the traffic flow controlled on star graph by using the cell-transmission graphs. In future, it will be necessary and important to extend the traffic model to the large-scale network. The analytical study about the traffic flow controlled on the star graph is the first and this study will be useful for the design and development of urban-scale traffic flow. 
Figure captions
). Black, red, green circles indicate the steady-state densities on nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The solid line represents the analytical result (15) . Densities on all nodes are the same. 
). Black, red, green circles indicate the steady-state currents on nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The solid line represents the analytical result (16) . Currents on all nodes are the same. ). Black, red, green circles and dot indicate the steady-state densities on nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The steady-state density on nodes 3 and 4 is consistent with that on node 2. The linear lines with black and red colors represent the analytical results (20) and (21) 
